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Silicon targets irradiated at large incidence angle (60°) with ultrashort~120 fs! P-polarized laser pulses at
high intensities ('1016 W cm22) display significantly broadenedK-shell x-ray line emission. To analyze the
spectra we have calculated Stark-broadened line profiles for the Hea resonance line and its satellite transitions
in Li-, Be-, and B-like ions with spectator electrons in theL andM shells. Results indicate that the emission
is characteristic of near solid densities and that there is an unusually high contribution from high-order satellite
transitions; this could be due to a combination of high-density and transient effects.@S1063-651X~96!00610-1#

PACS number~s!: 52.50.Jm, 52.40.Nk, 32.30.Rj, 32.70.Jz

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of subpicosecond pulsed lasers to irradiate solid
targets has opened a new area of research in laser-produced
plasmas. The laser energy absorbed in a thin layer of mate-
rial close to the surface produces a plasma whose lifetime is
comparable to the duration of the laser pulse and whose spa-
tial extension is of the order of the skin depth. These plasmas
provide an excellent opportunity to observe high-density,
and time-dependent and nonequilibrium effects in laser-
produced plasmas. If the prepulse or pedestal of the main
laser pulse is minimized~high contrast pulses! then the ul-
trashort, high-intensity pulse couples to the target, thus pro-
ducing a plasma of near solid density that undergoes rapid
heating and cooling and moderate hydrodynamic expansion;
under these conditions the plasma can radiate a bright and
ultrashort pulse of x rays@1–3#.

X-ray spectroscopic measurements of the radiation emit-
ted by these plasmas represent a useful diagnostic technique
to help understand laser-target coupling, plasma atomic ki-
netics and x-ray emission, and transport of energy towards
the bulk of the target@3–9#. In particular, line intensity and
broadening measurements of aluminum Heg , Heb , and
Lya lines have been used to infer average electron density
and temperature in experiments performed with 400-fs dura-
tion laser pulses@3,7#. Detailed spectroscopic analysis of Li-
like satellite emission from aluminum targets irradiated with
subpicosecond laser pulses~100-fs and 400-fs duration! has
recently shown how nonequilibrium and transient atomic ki-
netics can affect the distribution of population of doubly ex-
cited states in Li-like ions and the signature that this pro-
duces in the spectral intensity distribution@10–12#. Also,
x-ray spectroscopy ofKa line emission has been applied to
the diagnosis of hot-electron production and transport@13–
15#, to the observation ofKL→LL x-ray satellite emission
@16#, and in studies of plasma confinement by the pondero-
motive force induced by the laser pulse@17#.

In this paper we report on the observation and line broad-

ening analysis ofKa x-ray emission from silicon targets ir-
radiated with high-contrast, femtosecond laser pulses. The
spectra show emissions from the coldKa to the Hea . Here
we will focus on the analysis of the spectral features associ-
ated with Be-, Li-, and He-like ions. An analysis of the full
sequence ofL-shell ions will be presented later.

The Li-like spectral feature is particularly interesting
since it has been observed under a broad range of plasma
conditions @18#: astrophysical environments, magnetic and
laser fusion energy experiments, long-pulse laser-produced
plasmas, and, more recently, in ultrashort-pulse laser-plasma
experiments performed under conditions different from those
reported here@10–12#. Accordingly, its intensity distribution
and broadening properties@19# have been studied in the co-
rona model, collisional-radiative equilibrium, local thermo-
dynamic equilibrium ~LTE! approximation, and transient
cases.

Yet here we report on properties not observed before, as
far as we know, namely, the broadening and blending with
Be-like satellite transitions under high-density and transient
conditions, where the Be emission becomes comparable and
even more intense than the Li emission. This blending
changes the intensity distribution and overall broadening of
the Li spectral feature. A similar effect is observed in the
Hea line andKa line emission in Be-like Si; in these cases
blending occurs with transitions in Li- and B-like Si, respec-
tively.

Ka line emission has been reported and used for target
preheating estimates since the early days of laser-driven fu-
sion experiments and in laser-produced plasmas obtained
with CO2 lasers@20–23# and in target-physics experiments
at the particle beam fusion accelerator@24#. However, this
time an unusually strong high-order satellite emission is seen
in the experimentalKa data. We conjecture that this is due to
a combination of high-density and transient effects; this hy-
pothesis is supported by a spectroscopic analysis and nu-
merical modeling.

In Sec. II we discuss the experimental setup and measure-
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ments. In Secs. III and IV we discuss the line-shape calcula-
tions and present the results of the line broadening analysis
of the Ka silicon spectra associated with the Be-, Li-, and
He-like ions, including natural, Stark, opacity, and instru-
mental broadening, and discuss the overall line intensity ra-
tios inferred from the spectroscopic analysis. Finally, in Sec.
V we present our conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

The experiments have been carried out using the CPA
terawatt titane:sapphire laser system (l'800 nm! at the
Laboratoire d’Optique Applique´e in Palaiseau. This system
is capable of delivering 120-fs duration, 60 mJ of energy,
10-Hz repetition rate pulses at intensities well above
1017 W/cm2. The laser is equipped with a specially designed
doublet stretcher@25# to compensate for phase errors of third
and fourth order. With this important addition, the laser in-
tensity contrast ratio is measured to be better than 1028 ~at 1
ps before the main pulse! by third-order autocorrelation tech-
niques.

The laser polarization and incidence angle in these experi-
ments were chosen to maximize laser absorption under con-
ditions of strong resonance absorption@26–28#. The laser,
polarized in the plane of incidence (P polarization!, was fo-
cused with anf /16 fused silica lens on flat silica targets at an
angle of 60° with respect to the normal of the target plane
@29#. The target was slightly displaced along the laser axis by
2 mm from the ideal focusing position. This provided an
elliptical focal spot of 40380 mm2 size at 1/e of the maxi-
mum intensity and a laser irradiance of 1016 W/cm2.

Targets were mounted on anX-Y motorized translational
system in order to expose a fresh surface of the target to each
laser shot. Time-integratedKa line emissions were dispersed
by a Von Hamos spectrograph built with a curved pen-
taerythritol (2d58.742 Å! crystal having a 10 cm radius of
curvature. Light intensities were measured with a cooled
(240 °C! x-ray sensitive charge coupled device~CCD! cam-
era operating in the single photon counting mode. It was set
at an angle of 30°63° from the normal of the target plane.

Spectra were integrated over a series of 50 shots. Since
the registered spectral range was close to the siliconK edge
~1840 eV! of the detector material, we had to take into ac-
count the relatively high probability of occurrence of partial
and pixel-shared events in the analysis of the signal. This
was done using pattern recognition techniques that are stan-
dard in the astrophysical community@30#. To decrease the
background of the CCD image~which was attributed to high-
energy electron-induced x-ray fluorescence from the crystal!
and thus improve the spectral resolution, we have shielded
the entire interaction region~target plus holder! with 1-cm-
thick lead foils and we have fitted the entrance port of the
spectrograph with a permanent magnet producing a static
magnetic field of 500 G parallel to the CCD detector plane.

The size of the CCD matrix being 10310 mm2, four
successive translations of the camera were necessary to
record a complete spectrum. Figure 1~a! shows the spectrum
obtained on a flat silicon target for a laser pulse duration of
120 fs. Figure 1~b! shows another spectrum obtained under
the same irradiance conditions, but with a laser pulse dura-
tion of 2.5 ps. This duration was obtained by slightly detun-

ing the grating pair of the compressor stage. To obtain a
similar laser irradiance on target, the target defocusing along
the laser axis was reduced to 1 mm and the laser energy was
slightly increased. In both spectra, the spectral range covers
the photon energy range between 1810 and 1870 eV, which
corresponds to the 1s-2p transitions of the Be-like ion to the
He-like Si ion. For the longer pulse duration, the lines are
narrower, indicative of an electron density significantly
lower than the solid density. The spectrum obtained with a
pulse duration of 120 fs is surprisingly different. Satellite
lines from Be-like and Li-like ionization stages are more
intense than the He-like resonance line and the line shapes
are broader. The Li-like satellites around 1840 eV show little
structure, but now the low-energy-side peak rises and be-
comes more intense than the high-energy side of the spectral
feature.

At this stage, the difference between these two spectra can
be qualitatively explained by taking into account the strong
variations of the electron density gradient scale length with
the pulse duration. With the shorter pulse duration, the laser
interacts directly with the solid target and we observe a spec-
trum that is characteristic of a high-density plasma
(Ne>1023 cm23). We note again that the laser intensity
contrast ratio is better than 1028 in these experiments. For
longer pulse durations, the electron density gradient scale
length increases and the spatial region where He-like and
satellite emissions occur is shifted towards lower, but still
overcritical ~as suggested by the absence of the intercombi-
nation line at approximately 1860 eV!, electron densities.
The long-pulse Li-like satellites and Hea line spectra are
similar to those obtained in previous experiments where the
laser pulses interacted with an expanding plasma and tran-
sient effects were noticeable@10–12#. In the present short-
pulse experiments performed at 60° incidence angle the
combination of high-contrast pulse and high~resonance! ab-

FIG. 1. Experimental silicon spectrum associated with the Be-,
Li-, and He-like ions:~a! short pulse~0.12 ps! and ~b! long pulse
~2.5 ps!. The spectra have been shifted vertically by arbitrary
amounts for the sake of display in the same figure.
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sorption allows one to observe emission from a denser and
cooler plasma.

III. SPECTRAL LINE BROADENING ANALYSIS

Previous calculations of resonanceKa satellite properties
for aluminum plasmas have shown that theKa satellite lines
can be classified in two distinct groups@31,32#: one involv-
ing ‘‘ordinary’’ or low-order satellite transitions of the type
1s2sr2pq→1s22sr2pq21 and the other involving high-order
transitions of the type 1s2sr2pq213l→1s22sr2pq223l . The
former gives the characteristic satellite-line position of an
ion; we note that there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween resonanceKa satellite lines and ionization stages. The
latter overlaps mostly with the low-energy wing of the reso-
nanceKa lines of the next-higher ionization stage. This very
peculiar feature, which occurs for elements of atomic num-
ber Z in the range 10,Z,15, can give rise to very broad
line shapes coming from the contributions of theKa satel-
lites that are produced by transitions with a high-ordern
~primarily n53) spectator electron. In this paper we label
the spectral features according to the ion that contributes
with low-order transitions.

Stark broadened line shapes were calculated for theKa
emission (2p-1s line transitions! using a multielectron radia-
tor line profile code that takes into account the effects due to
the microfields of the plasma ions and electrons. The effect
of the ions was calculated in the static ion approximation,
while that of the electrons using a quantum-mechanical
second-order, relaxation theory@33,34#. The ion microfield
distribution function was computed using the APEX model,
extended to consider the case of different ion and electron
temperatures@35,36#.

Considering the relatively weak Hea line and stronger
Ka emission in lower ionization stages observed in the ex-
perimental spectrum@see Fig. 1~a!#, Stark broadening calcu-
lations were done assuming a representative electron tem-
peratureTe5100 eV, ion temperaturesTi520 and 100 eV,
and electron densitiesNe5131023, 231023, 531023, and
131024 cm23. During the rapid heating that takes place in
laser plasmas produced by subpicosecond pulses, the ion
temperatureTi lags behind that of the electrons, thus leading
to a situation where ions and electrons have different tem-
peratures; this effect can change the ion microfield distribu-
tion function. The two values ofTi considered here result in
different ion microfield distribution functions with the higher
Ti case (Ti5Te5100 eV!, giving more weight to larger mi-
crofield values. However, because it was found that for these
line transitions and plasma conditions the Stark broadening
effect is dominated by the plasma electrons, the changes in
the ion microfield distribution function result in a small ef-
fect in the final line shape. Electron broadening effects were
computed for both upper and lower energy levels of the tran-
sitions and the broadening effect on the lower levels was
found to be important. Doppler broadening was included, but
it is negligible. The upper levels ofKa line transitions in
silicon are autoionizing states that can undergo radiative and
Auger decays with rates in the order of 1013 and 1014 s21,
respectively; level widths associated with these rates are less
than 0.5 eV. Hence the finite lifetime of the upper levels of
these transitions does not contribute significantly to the over-

all broadening, which, for our cases of interest, is dominated
by the Stark effect.

The atomic physics data necessary for the line-shape cal-
culations~i.e., energy levels and electric dipole matrix ele-
ments! were obtained using Cowan’s atomic structure codes,
including relativistic effects@37#. Since the relative position
and overlapping between different groups of line transitions
is very important in the analysis of the experimental spectra,
some of these results were cross-checked for consistency
with atomic data calculated using theMZ code. TheMZ code
uses a 1/Z perturbation theory type of approach and also
includes relativistic and configurational mixing effects@38#.
We considered low-order transitions between energy levels
associated with the upper-lower configurations 1s2l -1s2 in
He-like Si, 1s2l2l 8-1s22l in Li-like Si, and 1s2l2l 82l 9-
1s22l2l 8 in Be-like Si, wherel ,l 8,l 95s,p. For example, for
Li-like Si the following upper-level configurations were in-
cluded: 1s2s2, 1s2s2p, and 1s2p2, and for the lower level
configurations: 1s22s and 1s22p; this gives rise to a prob-
lem with 16 upper energy levels and 3 lower energy levels.
For He-like Si there are 6 upper energy levels and one lower
energy level and for Be-like Si there are 30 upper energy
levels and 10 lower energy levels.

In addition, spectra from higher-order transitions, i.e.,
2p-1s, with one spectator electron inn53 were also com-
puted for B-, Be-, and Li-like Si ions. The presence of the
n53 electron in the orbitals considerably increases the num-
ber of associated energy levels and thus the complexity of
the Stark broadening calculation, which further splitsJ en-
ergy levels according toM sublevels. Even after extensive
use of matrix block diagonalization and vectorization tech-
niques@34#, the problem is still computationally challenging;
to illustrate this point we note that for the B-like ion system
~the most complicated case considered here! there are 405
upper- and 110 lower-energy levels associated with the con-
figurations 1s2l2l 82l 93l- and 1s22l2l 83l-, where
l ,l 8,l 95s,p and l-5s,p,d. Hence, in some of these calcu-
lations only a subset of the relevant set of configurations
were included in the line-shape calculations. The decision
was based on practical considerations~i.e., computer time
and memory! and on the idea of trying to use in each case the
set of transitions that made the largest contribution to the
spectra. For Li-like Si it was possible to include all relevant
configurations, namely, 1s2s3s,1s2p3s,1s2s3p,1s2p3p,
1s2s3d,1s2p3d,1s23s,1s23p, and 1s23d; this set of con-
figurations gives rise to 66 upper and 5 lower energy levels.
For Be-like Si the following configurations were included:
1s2p23s,1s2p23p,1s2p23d,1s22p3s,1s22p3p, and
1s22p3d; this set of configurations gives rise to 114 upper
and 26 lower energy levels. B-like Si presents the most com-
plicated case and no 3d spectator electron was included. The
configurations considered were 1s2s2p23s,1s2s2p23p,
1s2p33s,1s2p33p,1s22s2p3s,1s22s2p3p,1s22p23s, and
1s22p23p; this set of configurations gives rise to a problem
with 178 upper and 54 lower energy levels.

The subset of configurations considered for high-order
transitions in B- and Be-like Si can also affect the result of
the Stark broadening calculation since the associated energy
levels control field mixing effects within the sets of upper
and lower energy levels. To check this point, line-shape cal-
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culations were done including different combinations of sub-
sets of configurations; based on this, we estimate uncertain-
ties in the line shape due to this approximation to be less
than 12%.

Figure 2 displays a schematic Grotrian diagram of the
relevant ionization stages and energy levels. Because of the
reduced screening effect of then53 spectator electron of the
high-order transitions, these transitions shift towards larger
energies and overlap with low-order transitions in the next
higher ionization stage. The overlapping between resonance
K-shell lines and higher-order satellites in He- and Li-like
ions, and also in the general context ofKa lines in L-shell
ions and their higher-order satellite lines, is important in the
proper analysis and interpretation of these spectral features;
its relevance has been pointed out for astrophysical plasmas
@39#, proton-driven plasmas@31,32#, laser-driven fusion plas-
mas@40,41#, picosecond-pulse laser-produced plasmas@42#,
and even opacity modeling@43,44#. However, in the experi-
mental results shown in this paper this effect is unusually
strong. To illustrate this point, Fig. 3 displays the short-pulse
experimental spectrum and the details of the theoretical spec-
tra associated with each spectral feature. For instance, for the
Li-like feature the overlapping between low-order Li and
high-order Be~Be* ) transitions is significant and the blend-
ing of these two emissions gives rise to a composite spectral
feature. In particular, the high-order Be emission contribu-
tion dominates the low-energy side of the spectral feature.
Similarly, there is overlapping between B high-order and Be
low-order transitions~B* /Be! and between Li high-order
and He low-order transitions~Li * /He!. Partially shown in
the experimental spectrum in Fig. 3~also in Figs. 4 and 5! is
the B-likeKa spectral feature~1800 eV!.

For the electron densitiesNe considered here the Stark
broadening effect dominates the line profile and introduces
density sensitivity in the line shapes of both low- and high-
order transitions, which can be used to infer the average
plasma electron densities at which the spectrum was emitted.
This sensitivity is even more pronounced for the case of
high-order transitions since the orbitals with ann53 elec-
tron are less tightly bound and hence easier to perturb by the
plasma microfields. Thus the overlapping and blending of
Stark broadenedKa lines associated with low- and high-
order transitions in adjacent ionization stages generates a
composite spectral feature whose overall shape and broaden-
ing are density dependent.

FIG. 2. Schematic Grotrian diagram of the relevant ionization
stages and groups of energy levels. Each box represents a group of
energy levels associated with a set of configurations where
2l ,2l 8,2l 9,2l- can be 2s or 2p and 3l ,3l 8,3l 9,3l- can be
3s, 3p, or 3d; also indicated are lower and upper energy bounds in
eV for the group of levels in each box counted from the ground
state of each ion. The average energy differences between the
ground configurations of B-, Be-, Li-, and He-like Si ions are 397,
476, and 523 eV, respectively.

FIG. 3. Experimental short-pulse silicon spec-
trum (s) and detail of the theoretical spectrum at
Ne5231023 cm23 for Be-, Li-, and He-like Si
showing the individual contributions due to low-
order ~—! and high-order~– –! transitions. Par-
tially shown in the experimental spectrum~low-
energy end! is the B-like SiKa spectral feature.
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In Fig. 4 we display the comparison between experimen-
tal and synthetic spectra for the Be, Li, and He spectral fea-
tures, for several electron densitiesNe . The theoretical spec-
tra also includes instrumental broadening effects. In each
spectral feature the relative adjustment of total intensities
between low- and high-order transitions has been selected in
order to produce the best comparison with the experiment
using a least-squares minimization procedure. In turn, this
procedure gives the ratio of total intensities of low- and high-
order Ka line transitions responsible for each composite
spectral feature. Figure 5 shows theoretical fits to the experi-
mental spectrum for the two electron densities that produce
the best simultaneous fit to the Be, Li, and He spectral fea-
tures. From these results it appears that the experimental
spectrum is characteristic of electron densitiesNe in the
range from 131023 to 231023 cm23, i.e., comparable to the
silicon solid density. Since this spectrum is time and spa-
tially integrated, these electron densities have to be inter-
preted as average or effective. Most likely, the spectra was
built gradually with different ions making their contribution
at slightly different times. In this connection, it is interesting
to note that the Be spectral feature seems to be characteristic

FIG. 4. Comparison of the Stark-broadened theoretical~—! and experimental short-pulse spectra (s) for the Be-, Li-, and He-like Si ions
for electron densitiesNe5131023, 231023, 531023, and 131024 cm23. Each spectral feature includes low-order transitions in a given
ion and high-order transitions in the next, lower ionization stage. Partially shown in the experimental spectra is the B-like SiKa spectral
feature~1800 eV!.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the experimental short pulse (s) and
composite theoretical silicon spectra atNe5131023 cm23 ~– –!
and 231023 cm23 ~—!. Partially shown in the experimental spec-
trum is the B-like SiKa spectral feature~1800 eV!.
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of densities higher than the Li and He features. This is con-
sistent with the picture that emission from lower ionization
stages comes from deeper regions of the target that will un-
dergo less decompression as compared to the front regions of
the target and thus they can produce spectra characteristic of
higher densities.

Opacity broadening could also be responsible for part of
the overall broadening in which case electron densities de-
duced from the Stark line broadening analysis would be
lower. However, the optical depthtn for these lines is esti-
mated to be less than 0.1; hence opacity broadening makes a
small contribution.

Another interesting feature of the analysis is the strong
contribution from high-order transitions. From Figs. 3 and 4,
for the case of the Li spectral feature, it is clear that the broad
peak in the low-energy side of the spectral feature is domi-
nated by higher-order transitions in Be-like Si. This effect is
also seen in the He and Be spectral features. In fact, the
ratios of total intensities of high-order emission to low-order
emission deduced from the line broadening analysis are in
the range 2.8–4.1~see Table I!, indicating that this spectrum
was formed under conditions where there was an overpopu-
lation of n53 energy levels. A comparison~see Fig. 1! be-
tween the short- and long-pulse spectra suggests that in the
short-pulse experiment a combination of high-density and
time-dependent effects led to a transient overpopulation of
the upper levels ofn53 energy levels that resulted in an
unusually strong emission of high-order transitions.

The question arises as to whether or not emission from
n54 energy levels can be important. Population inn54
levels can also be enhanced and this can lead to significant
emission from these energy levels; however, emission from
these levels~and highern levels! will be further broadened
by the plasma microfields and will overlap even more with
the low-orderKa of the next higher ionization stage, even-
tually contributing to build a ‘‘pedestal’’ for the low-order
emission. Unfolding this effect from the spectra would re-
quire detailed atomic kinetics modeling in conjunction with
line-shape calculations and it is beyond the scope of this
paper.

IV. LINE INTENSITY ANALYSIS

For the electron temperature and density conditions of our
experiments (Te'100 eV andNe'1023 cm23) we have
shown in Sec. III that the Stark effect can be significant to
broaden theKa satellite lines, particularly from excited con-
figurations withM -shell spectator electrons. Due to the ex-
pense of fully time-dependent hydrodynamics coupled to

atomic physics and line-shape calculations, it was not fea-
sible to do a truly comprehensive set of runs closely covering
all the expected conditions encountered in our experiments.
Nevertheless, essential conclusions can be drawn for much
of the important physics ofKa resonance satellite production
by using the concept of the effective ionization and excita-
tion temperatures@45#. These quantities can be determined
by using Boltzmann~excitation temperature! and Saha~ion-
ization temperature! statistics among each single ion and its
next higher charge neighbor. We performed calculations for
atomic energy levels and radiative transition probabilities us-
ing, for convenience, theHULLAC atomic physics package of
computer programs@46–48#. Results were also cross-
checked for consistency with Cowan’s code results. The fre-
quency averaged intensities of theKa resonance satellite
transitions can be estimated by

I5E I ~n!dn5NuhnAul ,

whereNu is the excited configuration population andAul the
effective radiative rate. The effective rates between the con-
figurations described in Sec. III for the B-, Be-, Li-, and
He-like ions were calculated by averaging the sum of the
individual level transition rates calculated byHULLAC. Then,
the ratioI 1 /I 2 of two satellite intensities is simply estimated
by using

I 1
I 2

5
Nu
1hn1Aul

1

Nu
2hn2Aul

2 ,

whereNu
1/Nu

2 is calculated assuming LTE conditions with a
Boltzmann or a Saha population ratio factor for lines origi-
nating from the same ion or from two adjacent ions, respec-
tively. Knowing the statistical weights, the comparison of the
experimental and calculated intensity ratios gives an effec-
tive excitation temperature for two satellite features originat-
ing from the same ion and an effective ionization tempera-
ture for two satellite features originating from two adjacent
ions. We assume an electron density in the range
(122)31023 cm23 deduced from the Stark broadening
analysis of Sec. III.

This crude analysis is meaningful only if the reabsorption
effects ~photon escape probability and line broadening! are
negligible. A recent analysis performed for aluminum plas-
mas@49#, scaled to our case of silicon, shows that the effects
can be reasonably assumed to be small under our low laser
prepulse intensity conditions due to the rather small optical
depth (tn,0.1) of our plasma. Table I gives a summary of
the results. Intensity ratios inferred from the experiment were
obtained doing the line broadening analysis discussed in Sec.
III.

Two important conclusions can be drawn from this simple
analysis. First, results of effective excitation and ionization
temperatures show very consistent values when one goes
from the B-like to the He-like ion. The excitation tempera-
ture shows more dispersion because the intensity ratio of line
features originating from configurations with an53 and
n52 spectator electron is only slightly dependent on tem-
perature for temperatures larger than the energy gap between
their respective upper configurations. Second, the low effec-

TABLE I. Calculated effective ionization (Tion) and excitation
(Texc) temperatures of a silicon plasma produced by a 120-fs laser
pulse at 1016 W/cm2.

Satellite feature Intensity ratio Texc ~eV! Tion ~eV!

I (B* )/I (Be) 2.8 8065
I (Be* )/I (Li) 3.9 8565
I (Li* )/I (He) 4.1 9265
I (Be* )/I (Be) 2.6 315640
I (Li* )/I (Li) 1.3 390640
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tive ionization temperature points to the fact that most of the
time-integrated emission that we measure originates from the
target bulk in density regions~close to solid density! where
the electron heating is predominantly ruled by thermal con-
duction @4,8#. The large difference between the excitation
and ionization temperature is more surprising. Non-steady-
state population kinetics probably play an important role@8#
in overpopulating theM -shell spectator electron configura-
tions. This can be due to the effect of hot electrons, i.e.,
nonthermal electrons that arise from resonance absorption at
the high angle of incidence that we have used in the experi-
ments. Specific collisional-radiative population rates should
be introduced to perform a fully time-dependent calculation
of population kinetics taking into account the exact shape of
the electron energy distribution function@50#, as well as
inner-shell ionization and excitation processes of energy lev-
els with ann53 spectator electron. Inner-shell ionization
and excitation driven by hot electrons have already shown to
play an important role in the detailed modeling of population
kinetics of Li-like 1s2l2l 8 levels in transient aluminum plas-
mas@12#.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported in this paper an experimental study and
line broadening analysis of x-ray line emission from silicon
targets irradiated at large incidence angle (60°) with ul-
trashort~120 fs! P-polarized laser pulses at high intensities
('1016 W cm22) and a high-intensity contrast ratio
(1028). SiliconKa emission shows two main characteristics:
significant broadening dominated by the Stark effect due to
the plasma microfields and a strong contribution from
higher-order satellite transitions. The relevance of the Stark

broadening effect is indicative of the average, high densities
of which this emission is characteristic. The high-orderKa
emission also contributes to the overall broadening of each
spectral feature.

Stark broadened line shapes were calculated for theKa
emission using a multielectron radiator line profile code that
takes into account the effects due to the microfields of the
plasma ions and electrons. From the results it appears that
the experimental spectrum is characteristic of electron den-
sitiesNe in the range from 131023 to 231023 cm23, i.e.,
comparable to the silicon solid density. Since this spectrum
is time and spatially integrated these electron densities have
to be interpreted as average quantities.

The ratios of total intensities of high-order emission to
low-order emission deduced from the line broadening analy-
sis are in the range 2.8–4.1, indicating that this spectrum was
formed under conditions where there was an overpopulation
of n53 energy levels. High-density and time-dependent ef-
fects can, in principle, contribute to the amount of high-order
satellite emission present in these spectra, and both are con-
sistent with the experimental conditions. However, it is not
clear at present if one of these two effects played a dominant
role.
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